The Presidential Canvass of 1840, and its attending occurrences, are af this moment, without reasonable doubt, subjects of regret with ninety-nine hundredths of the sober minded and well informed people of the United States. No one of that number can now hesitate in believing that the scenes thro' which the Country passed in that great political whirlwind were discreditable to our Institutions and could not fail, if often repeated, to lead to their subversion. Indeed nothing could have better served to justify and strengthen our reliance upon the sober second-thought of our People, than the sense so widely entertained of those transactions as soon as the passions that produced them had subsided, and the fact that no attempt has been since made to revive them. It is the duty of every sincere friend to those Institutions to regard with forbearance whatever took place at a period & under circumstances to so great a degree unfavorable to the diffusion of truth & to a
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correct appreciation of public measures.
The defeat of my nomination for re-election .in 1844, after it
had been demanded by Constituencies represented by 	 out of
	 (the whole number of Electors of President and \rice Presi
dent) was the result of an intrigue that had its origin exclusively
in the Presidential 'aspirations of individuals, aided at its inception
by prejudices, unjust I hope, but such as the long continued exercise
of political power seldom, if ever, fails to generate, and only
finally made successful 'by the co-operation of the slave, power,
subsequently & adroitly brought to the assistance of designs al
ready matured.
Upon both of these topicks I shall of course have more to say hereafter. For the present, it is sufficient to declare, as I do with entire sincerity that I have never entertained the thought that a majority of the People designed to deal unjustly with me on either occasion. Errors were doubtless committed on all sides, delusions set on foot which there was not time to dissipate and means, designed for good ends, perverted to bad purposes. But neither of these events, important as they were have ever planted in my breast a single root of bitterness against the People at large, and it affords me equal satisfaction to say that the reconciling influence of Time, with the consciousness that I had already enjoyed a larger share of popular favor than I could think myself entitled to, have brought me to look with complacency, at least, upon the conduct of the individual actors in those stirring scenes.
My feelings towards a People, with whom I have had so many and such interesting relations are consequently, now, & I trust will continue to be those of gratitude and respect. What I may write will not therefore proceed, as is often the case with those whose

